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Abstract
The interaction of proteins with metabolites and other proteins underlies most if not all cellular activities, and many

bioactive xenobiotics perturb cellular processes through direct physical interactions with proteins. Mapping these

biomolecular interactions can help unravel the complex protein machines and molecular pathways underlying

various cellular processes to systematically unveil wiring of the cells that are dysregulated in diseases and

perturbed by chemicals. Nevertheless, there are currently limited time- and cost-effective techniques for profiling

intracellular protein-protein and protein-chemical interactions at scale and in situ. My laboratory integrates

methods in computational sciences, analytical chemistry and molecular biology with new cellular protein

biophysics techniques for large-scale profiling of protein-protein and protein-chemical interactions. We previously

contributed to the development of CETSA (Cellular Thermal Shift Assay) with protein mass spectrometry (MS) for

label-free identification of endogenous proteins interacting with drugs and metabolites (Huber et al., Nature 2015),

which we subsequently extended into an unorthodox approach for elucidating the temporal modulation of protein

complexes en masse. This biophysics-based method, termed Thermal Proximity Co-aggregation (TPCA) profiling

(Tan et al. Science 2018), arguably is the only method applicable presently for the system-wide study of protein

complex dynamics in primary cell and tissues without antibodies and protein tagging. I will present our recent work

advancing the technique further with higher throughputs and increased sensitivity which was deployed to elucidate

mechanism-of-actions of autophagy-inducing drugs and bioactive compounds revealing novel protein complexes

implicated in the process.
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